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Home Shop Heat Treating

primary constituentsâ€”ferrite (elemental iron) and cementite (iron carbide)â€”com- pletely dissolve together. If allowed to cool slowly, the dissolved components. 
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HOME SHOP MACHINIST Picking up from last month, the spline broaching tools have been machined. We need to deburr them in a way that won’t blunt the cutting edges. The normal procedure is to remove burrs by dressing with a file or a deburring tool (see “Home Shop Machinist,” June 2015). Typically, on a tool with a cutting edge, a diamond hone or fine-grit slip stone is used to remove burrs and keep the edges keen. But on these particular broaches, especially the serrated V-spline, the cutting faces are so small and pattern so fine there’s no practical way (for the home shop, at least) to hone them. My alternative was to use a wire brush to carefully scrub the burrs off. A close-up inspection with a microscope proved this to be sufficient. The point of heat treating is to make soft steel hard. Basically, when annealed carbon steel (such as annealed W1 drill rod, which is 1095, or 0.95% carbon content) is heated to a particular temperature (called the upper critical point), the primary constituents—ferrite (elemental iron) and cementite (iron carbide)—completely dissolve together. If allowed to cool slowly, the dissolved components revert, more or less, back to their original state and the steel will be annealed and
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The small torch “oven” is assembled from firebricks and ceramic blanket. In addition to the broach tool, a small section of W1 is being heat treated to verify the results with a hardness tester.



as “soft” as it was previously. But if rapidly cooled—in water for water-hardened steel or oil for oil-hardened steel—the mixture is, for lack of a better description, “frozen” and the steel becomes incredibly hard. My apologies to all the



metallurgists who are no doubt cringing at this gross oversimplification. To be clear, what happens during quenching doesn’t actually freeze the molecular structure. The bottom line is, what was once a soft, malleable steel that could



Brushing proved to be a satisfactory method for deburring freshly machined splines on shafts (center) and broaching tools (right). Note the groove for a snap-ring retainer (center).
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Color is used to estimate temperature: (left) light yellow straw is around 450° F. (Right) After about 10 minutes the color should be deep red to bright orange, around 1400 to 1600° F. This is about the hottest you can expect to achieve with a propane torch in open air. Once max temperature has been achieved, keep the heat on for another three to five minutes.



be filed, machined, or bent, is now “glass hard” to the point that a file will not scratch it. The key to any heat treating is getting the parts hot enough, for long enough, to achieve this transformation. For small parts in the home shop, a propane torch is adequate. Anything bigger than ½-inch diameter by a couple inches long may be too big for propane torch heating. In addition to a propane torch, to heat treat W1 you need a cup or small bucket of water, pliers, a non-flammable surface, and a couple of refractory, or fire, bricks. Don’t forget safety goggles! A toaster oven is convenient for tempering, but you can use a kitchen oven (with spousal approval, of course). The broach needs to be heated to around 1500° F. This is where the refractory bricks come in. Years ago, I purchased a half dozen bricks and some ceramic blanket to make a small, fivesided “oven” for torch heating small parts (see photos). Firebricks are brittle and somewhat fragile, but this also makes them easy to cut with a hacksaw or to reshape with a rasp. For heating the occasional small part (like these broach tools), you can gouge out a trough to keep the part from rolling around and use a second brick as a backstop to reflect some of the heat and shield the part from drafts. After quenching, wire brush away any scale or residue and check the tool for hardness. The tool should be 60 to 65 on the Rockwell C scale. The best way to measure steel hardness is with a Rockwell-type hardness tester, but since Photos: Bob Hadley



that’s not something you’re likely to find in a typical home shop, you can verify the result with a file. If the heat treat was successful, the tool, or test section if you did one, will be as hard as the file itself. Most tools are tempered after heat treating. This involves heating to a much lower temperature and gradual cooling. Tempering reduces hardness and improves toughness. Heating to the upper critical point and quenching creates a hard, but also extremely brittle, steel. An impact or shock could cause the tool to break or an edge to fracture. So it’s a good idea, though not absolutely necessary, to temper after quenching. (Tempering or not depends on what the tool will be cutting—for broaching



aluminum you could probably get away with not tempering.) Tempering in an oven designed for cooking takes a bit of trial and error. I set my toaster oven ($20 at Walmart) to 400° F and the timer for 30 minutes, and the hardness lowered to 50 C on the Rockwell tester. To use the now-complete broach, drill a pilot hole in the material you want broached, apply some cutting oil, and press the broach through the hole with a hydraulic or arbor press. How much pressure? It depends on how much “bite” the tool has in the material. Machinery’s Handbook (Industrial Press) provides a lot of detail on broach making, including material removal rates. It says you can remove up to 0.030 inch



After soaking at peak temperature, you’re ready to quench. Use long-reach pliers and immediately quench in water using a swirling motion. Ten to 15 seconds should be sufficient. 
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The Rockwell hardness test (left) measures how far a diamond tip can penetrate the hardened steel. The file test (right) is a quick-and-dirty way to confirm the procedure.



per tooth in aluminum. Since we are removing only 0.020 inch total (with three sets of teeth), a small 10-ton hydraulic press barely strained to push the broach through the part. You can expect the initial broaching to render a socket that, due to the elasticity of aluminum, will be too small for the matching splined shaft. To get the socket to fit, put it in the freezer for 15 to 20 minutes, then push the broach tool through the frozen (and slightly shrunk) part. Why frozen? Freezing slightly shrinks the existing, previously broached, hole. Re-broaching while frozen re-sizes the (temporarily) shrunk hole to the original broach size. There’s still some elasticity in the material, so there’s still a tendency for the broached hole to be slightly smaller. But, when the material warms up to room temperature and expands, voilà— the broached hole is resized slightly larger! The fit should be very precise with almost no play. Repeat as needed until everything fits together. Like a lot of things, the concept behind heat treating is simple: heat, quench, and temper, but the science is complex. Anything bigger or more critical than a simple home shop broach should be processed by a professional heat treating shop. 72 
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The layout (left) and the drilled pilot hole ready for broaching (right).



The socket is broached first, then the part trimmed from the bar stock.
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Summary of Heat Treating Steps for W1 Tool Steel (Drill Rod) Preheating: Heat to 1200° F (dull red*), hold at this temperature until thoroughly soaked. Hardening: Heat to 1425 to 1475° F (bright red*). Soak at heat for 30 minutes per inch of thickness. Temperatures on the high side of the range will increase the depth hardness. Quenching: Some references suggest a salt brine can improve “wetting” of the part during quenching. Water or brine quench immediately, do not allow to air cool. Tempering: Soak at 400° F for two hours per inch of thickness. Air cool to room temperature.



Key Temperatures and Color for Tool Steel



Freezing and broaching the frozen part should render a precision slip fit. The protruding length allows for a groove for a snap ring.



Straw or pale yellow Purple/blue Red Bright red/orange Orange/yellow 



400° F 600° F 1000 to 1300° F 1500 to 1600° F 1800° F



*Various color and temperature charts are available online.



—B.H. J



Kitplanes subscriber alert!



several of our Kitplanes subscribers have received what appear to be “renewal notices” or “automatic renewal notices” from a company known as preMier subscriptiOn serVice, 5star subscriptiOns, rapiD MaGaZine cOllectiOn, MaGaZine billinG serVices, publisHer’s billinG serVices, circulatiOn billinG center or other similar names. Addresses for these firms include Dallas, tX; lincoln, ne; Omaha, ne; san luis Obispo, ca; salt lake city, ut; White city, Or and prescott, Fl. These firms have nOt been authorized by us to sell subscriptions or renewals for Kitplanes and we cannOt Guarantee that any order or payment sent to them will be forwarded to us. Kitplanes does nOt offer a subscription term of more than 2 years, nor do we retain your bank account information. if you see an offer for 3 or more years or if you receive a notice that references your subscription anD your banking information, it is nOt an authorized offer. We urge you to report these notices to us, as well as to your state’s attorney General and better business bureau. any offer you receive that does not bear our company logo or corporate/customer service address or 800 numbers should not be considered approved by us.



the only autHOriZeD inFOrMatiOn for Kitplanes is:



toll free via telephone 1-800-622-1065, Dial america renewal telemarketing, or www.kitplanes.com/cs Our texas customer service center: 1-800-622-1065, pO box 8535, big sandy tX 75755 Or our corporate offices at: belvoir Media Group, llc. aviation publishing Group 535 connecticut ave norwalk ct 06854 should you have any questions at all about mail that you receive, please contact us at our website: www.kitplanes.com/cs or call us toll free to speak to customer service. 
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with not tempering.) Tempering in an oven designed for cooking takes a bit of trial and error. I set my toaster oven ($20 at Walmart) to 400Â° F and the timer for 30.
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heat treating 

HEAT TREATING IS AN art within itself, and may be defined as a series of heating and cooling operations on metals in the solid state, the purpose of which is to ...
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heat treating 

characteristics; in fact, some properties are often improved at the expense of others. ... burying the hot part in sand, ashes, or some other substance that does not ...
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Sheet Metal Shop Basics of Heat Treating Aluminum Alloys 

/^RANGES IN THE PROPERTIES of aluminum alloys. V_^ by heat treating are brought about by the solution and precipitation of certain alloy phases.
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AcceleraÂ® Heat Pump Water Heaters Warranty - The Home Depot 

Subject to the terms and conditions set forth in this limited warranty, Stiebel Eltron, Inc. (the â€œManufacturerâ€�) hereby warrants to the original purchaser (the â€œOwnerâ€�) that each. Heat Pump Water Heater (the â€œHeaterâ€�) shall be free from 
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Treating Herpes Naturally - Awakening-Healing.com 

What you will find in this book is information about an excellent natural treatment ..... even more common among homosexual men and is associated with AIDS.
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Heat Elite 

Do not aim the stream of hot air at the same spot for extended pe- riods. • Cause burns! Do not touch the heat nozzle and adapter when hot as they can cause.
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TREATING HEADACHES WITH INTEGRATED EMDR Presented by 

May 13, 2012 - Also Brief descriptions of medication alternatives for the treatment of headaches will be discussed e.g. biofeedback, relaxation training, CBT.
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Heavenly Heat 

Heavenly Heat was founded in 1987 as one of America's first distributors of far-infrared (FIR) saunas. These saunas were built with adhesives and unsuitable for ...
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Heat Pump 

Bradford White Heat Pump Water Heater RE2H50, RE2H80. IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE. This information is intended for use by individuals possessing ...
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TREATING HEADACHES WITH INTEGRATED EMDR Presented by 

May 1, 2011 - threshold theory, overview of Dr Marcus's Migraine Research, .... emotions, Yoga, Meditation, how to raise your headache threshold with EMDR ...
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Treating Herpes Naturally - Awakening-Healing.com 

and its importance as a natural remedy for one of the most common and vexing sets of diseases .... Many, many books and articles have been published on this topic, some of which I list in the ..... Virtually 100% of the human population, regardless o
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Treating Herpes Naturally - Awakening-Healing.com 

On the other hand, alternative medicine, to say the least, is much less regulated ..... 2 (see below) is thought of as the genital herpes virus, this distinction often fails. ..... also listed under its spanish name of Paloondo as an official homeopa
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"TREATING HEADACHES WITH INTEGRATED EMDR" 

EMDR France, a member EMDR Europe : It entitles you to 8 credits theoretical and practical therefore ... Dr. Marcus is an EMDRIA Approved Consultant. He.
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Sex Shop 

Love. Store. Beate Uhse-Köstlin est née en Prusse. Orientale en 1919. A peine sortie de la puberté, elle fait une formation pour devenir maitresse de maison et ...
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Evidence-based guidelines for treating bipolar 

graded according to the strength of the evidence from appropriate, preferably randomized .... The term hypomania should be used as defined in DSM-IV, where it is .... for different medicines and potential safety concerns documented in product ...
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KCO275 - Shop 

(The top center element is off.) Reheat mode tips. â€¢ The preset suggested temperature is ..... service, or call the Customer eXperience Center toll-free at ...
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Heat Pump - Bradford White 

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE. This information is intended for use by individuals possessing adequate background of electrical, electronic and mechanical ...
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Heat Elite Plus - CableOrganizer.com 

The appliance must not be used in damp or wet surroundings. • Avoid contact with earthed items, e.g. pipes, radiators, cookers or refrigerators. • Do not use in ...
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Window Heat Panel 

Thermal anti-icing (TAI), electrical anti-icing, and windshield wipers are the ... Flight deck windows 1, 2, 4 and 5 consist of glass panes laminated to each side of.
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heat pump - SupplyHouse.com 

eventual breakage of the ground terminal. The wall power outlet should be replaced by a three-slot. (grounding) outlet instead. USE OF EXTENSION CORDS. Because of potential safety ..... You may hear a pinging noise caused by water being picked up and
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Thursday Prelims Heat Sheet 

Breanna Robinson ... Leonard, Jacqueline. 3. LEWIS. 1:05.20. SO. Lagestee, Emily. 4. MU. 1:04.45. JR. Popejoy, Brooke. 5. LEWIS. 1:04.83. JR. Bower, Jackie.
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heat airship theory 

Under the term "Heat Airship" a controlled aerostatical flying vehicle supplied with the propulsive device the and lift of which creates by heated gas, is meant.
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Shop calculations.pdf 

and you want to know where its center of gravity might fall (for weight ... exact center of gravity. Where it spins freely and ... we call functions. The functions are.
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